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Abstract
Saving rates in China has increased steadily in recent years, climbing to about 52 
percent point of GNI in 2007. Why are saving rates so high in China compares to other 
countries? The purpose of this study is to investigate what factors has been contributing to 
the differences in China?s saving rates from other countries. First we use panel data from 
110 countries for the 1982-2015 period to identify the determinants of national savings. 
The empirical results show that, the real per capita disposable income and the rate of 
growth of real per capita disposable income have a significant positive impact on national 
savings. Furthermore, the inflation rate, the real interest rate, the dependency rate, and 
the international financial integration have a negative impact on national savings. Then 
we calculated the contribution by determinants of saving to the variance in saving rates 
between China and average countries. As a result, China?s relatively high real per capita 
disposable income growth rate, lower dependency rate, real interest rate, inflation rate and 
degree of international financial integrational contributed to the variance in saving rates 
between China and average countries.
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???? 1982?1992??? 1993?2003??? 2004?2015???
???CHINA? 36.13 39.16 48.84
???????????EAP? 30.03 31.77 34.51
????????????????
EAP?without China? 29.53 31.15 33.39
?????????EUCA? 23.70 24.06 23.98
????LCA? 12.27 13.08 14.62
?????????MENA? 20.71 23.21 30.27
???NA? 20.16 20.30 20.14
?????SA? 15.14 17.80 20.36
???????????SSA?  8.04  8.29 10.24
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?? ????? ??? ??????? ???? ??? ???
NS 3,752 18.078  41.595 13.876 ?49.300  69.486
LnGNDI_rp 3,752  8.622   7.914  2.565 ?37.010  11.641
GNDI_rpg 3,752  7.261  13.093 23.870 ?47.652 316.206
INF 3,511  8.886   5.439 16.293 ?13.057 198.517
INT 2,804  6.420   2.059 10.022 ?78.596  47.948
CREDIT 3,587 51.774 100.453 43.858 0.198 312.118
OLD 3,717 11.427   9.962  7.067 1.982  42.653
YOUNG 3,717 55.298  36.319 24.453 14.898 106.706
IFI 2,952  6.194   3.064 36.254 ?223.801 750.269
????STATA14.0??????????
104
Breusch and Pagan?? 5?Hausman?? 6?????? 4?? 5?? 6???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????
LnGNDI_rp GNDI_rpg INF INT CREDIT OLD YOUNG IFI
LnGNDI_rp 1.000
GNDI_rpg ?0.161 1.000
INF ?0.052 ?0.051 1.000
INT ?0.374 0.232 ?0.214 1.000
CREDIT 0.621 ?0.105 ?0.131 ?0.283 1.000
OLD ?0.821 0.141 0.142 0.228 ?0.676 1.000
YOUNG 0.621 ?0.107 ?0.141 ?0.254 0.634 ?0.705 1.000






???? FE RE OLS
LnGNDI_rp 0.765??? 0.816??? 1.381???
??0.163? ??0.161? ??0.194?
GNDI_rpg 0.011? 0.013? 0.016
??0.006? ??0.006? ??0.009?
INT ?0.032? ?0.033? ?0.073???
??0.013? ??0.013? ??0.017?
INF ?0.136??? ?0.139??? ?0.227???
??0.017? ??0.017? ??0.021?
CREDIT ?0.038??? ?0.035??? ?0.007
??0.006? ??0.006? ??0.006?
OLD ?0.227?? ?0.299??? ?0.743???
??0.083? ??0.07? ??0.037?
YOUNG ?0.137??? ?0.169??? ?0.243???
??0.023? ??0.021? ??0.016?
IFI ?0.016? ?0.017? ?0.024?
? ??0.007? ??0.007? ??0.01?
R?squared 0.432 0.452 0.326
Breusch and Pagan?? Prob?chi2?0.0000
Hausman?? Prob?chi2?0.0000
Standard errors in parentheses
? p? 0.05, ?? p? 0.01, ??? p? 0.001
????STATA14.0??????????




???? ?4? ?5? ?6?
1982?1999? 1982?1999? 1982?1999?
???? FE RE OLS
LnGNDI_rp 0.497 0.631? 3.871???
?0.266? ?0.268? ?0.431?
GNDI_rpg 0.180??? 0.191??? 0.505???
?0.034? ?0.034? ?0.069?
INF ?0.039 ?0.046 ?0.190???
??0.028? ??0.028? ??0.049?
INT ?0.123??? ?0.129??? ?0.321???
??0.022? ??0.022? ??0.038?
CREDIT ?0.026?? ?0.027?? ?0.024??
??0.008? ??0.008? ??0.008?
OLD ?0.027 ?0.113 ?0.819???
??0.095? ??0.085? ??0.054?
YOUNG ?0.124??? ?0.185??? ?0.331???
??0.033? ??0.03? ??0.028?
IFI ?0.001 ?0.002 ?0.029?
? ??0.007? ??0.007? ??0.012?
R?squared 0.3481 0.3837 0.471
Breusch and Pagan?? Prob?chi2?0.0000
Hausman?? Prob?chi2?0.0002
Standard errors in parentheses
? p?0.05, ?? p?0.01, ??? p?0.001
????STATA14.0??????????
????????????????????
???? ?7? ?8? ?9?
2000?2015? 2000?2015? 2000?2015?
???? FE RE OLS
LnGNDI_rp 0.422? 0.477?? 0.973???
?0.164? ?0.154? ?0.183?
GNDI_rpg 0.007 0.008 0.004
?0.005? ?0.005? ?0.008?
INF ?0.01 ?0.02 ?0.062???
??0.015? ??0.015? ??0.017?
INT ?0.088??? ?0.101??? ?0.165???
??0.022? ??0.022? ??0.025?
CREDIT ?0.01 0.009 0.037???
??0.013? ??0.012? ??0.009?
OLD ?0.322 ?0.491??? ?0.652???
??0.234? ??0.13? ??0.057?
YOUNG ?0.143?? ?0.181??? ?0.177???
??0.045? ??0.035? ??0.021?
IFI 0.047 0.044 0.096
? ?0.058? ?0.056? ?0.07?
R?squared 0.3401 0.4018 0.31
Breusch and Pagan?? Prob?chi2?0.0000
Hausman?? Prob?chi2?0.0137
Standard errors in parentheses














































?????????????Ln? ? 0.541 ? ? 0.218
??????????????? 0.064 1.287 ?
????? 0.469 ? ?
???? 0.140 0.689 0.328
??????? ? 1.850 0.097 ?
???????? 0.333 ? ?
???????? 2.600 1.574 2.625
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